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Cigarette Litter Prevention Program, Virginia Beach Oceanfront, 2017
A Program for Reducing Cigarette Litter in a Beach Resort Area
Executive Summary

Surfrider Foundation, Virginia Beach Chapter and its partners worked to expand the Cigarette Litter Prevention
Program in Virginia Beach’s Oceanfront Resort Area, focusing on beach goers and day visitors. This was the third
year of this program’s implementation with Keep America Beautiful’s Cigarette Litter Prevention Program grant
funding. Cigarette butts are a prominent form of litter at the Virginia Beach Oceanfront and the installation of
cigarette butt receptacles at key transition points at beach hotels, on the boardwalk and at events, along with
social media marketing and the distribution of pocket ashtrays at beach events assisted in reaching our goal to
significantly reduce the occurrence of this form of litter.
The project included:
1. Review local litter laws (Appendix I), including cigarette butt litter, and support enforcement.
2. Educate the public through signs, posters, and through the media.
3. Strategically place ash receptacles at “transition points”, places where smokers must stop smoking
before proceeding.
4. Distribute pocket and/or auto ashtrays to adult smokers.
5. Evaluation of program

Background and Statement of Need

The City of Virginia Beach has a population of 440,000 and hosts approximately 6 million overnight visitors and
an additional 6 million day visitors annually (Dept. of Economic Development http://www.yesvirginiabeach.com).
The City’s Oceanfront has 6 miles of public beaches, including 3 miles of boardwalk and is home to the Virginia
Aquarium & Marine Science Center, Fort Story Military Base, many eco-tourism activities and dozens of hotels
and restaurants that offer significant nightlife.
In 2009, Governor Tim Kaine signed into law a smoking ban in all bars and restaurants. The unintended
consequence of this legislation was removing the ashtrays from smokers and sending them outside where
limited receptacles exist. While there are trash cans on each block of Atlantic Avenue (the street that parallels
the beach), the boardwalk, and on the beach,
cigarette butt litter is a very prominent form of litter
(Fig. 1). Surfrider Foundation, Virginia Beach Chapter
has conducted three annual cigarette butt targeted
cleanups of 10 blocks of the boardwalk and Atlantic
Avenue. They’ve documented more than 12,000
cigarette butts in this brief distance over three years
(2014: 3791; 2015: 5887; 2016: 2989).
Cigarette butts are the most common type of litter
picked up during the Virginia Waterways Cleanup
(part of the Ocean Conservancy’s International Coastal
Cleanup). CVW organizes this annual statewide
cleanup event of streams, rivers, bays, and coastal
waters throughout Virginia. More than 3.5 million
pounds of litter and debris have been removed from
Fig. 1: Surfrider Foundation volunteers display cigarette butts Virginia’s waterways from 1995 through 2016. In
2016, more than 30,000 cigarette butts were reported
found during a scan in 2015.
by volunteers.

Program Description

Surfrider Foundation, Virginia Beach Chapter and its partners continued the Cigarette Litter Prevention Program
previously managed by Clean Virginia Waterways at the Virginia Beach Oceanfront in 2015 and 2016. We
increased the number of receptacles available to beach visitors along the boardwalk from 10 to 15, added 11
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more resort area hotels and restaurant participants as well as participated in five beach events. We installed and
maintained the boardwalk receptacles, distributed receptacles, pocket ashtrays and educational posters to hotels
and restaurants, put up signage, and distributed pocket ashtrays at five beach events. We continued to work
with the Virginia Beach Hotel Association, Clean Virginia Waterways, the City of Virginia Beach and previous CLPP
hotel/restaurant participants and continued the prevention and education efforts started in the 2015-2016 CLPP.

Partnerships

The following organizations partnered with Surfrider Foundation, Virginia Beach Chapter on this project:
● Clean Virginia Waterways to provide support and expert advice throughout the project.
● City of Virginia Beach’s Resort Management Office to assist us in placement of receptacles in public areas along
the boardwalk and obtaining permits for the receptacles and special events.
● Virginia Beach Hotel Association (VBHA) to continue to grow and maintain the program. VBHA was
instrumental in making the pilot CLPP a success.
● G.R.E.E.N. Committee of the Resort Advisory Commission for support and building awareness.

Engaging the City and Hotels

The Project Coordinator worked with the Virginia Beach
Resort Management office to identify problem areas,
acceptable receptacle placement on the boardwalk, and
obtain permission from the Virginia Beach City Manager
to place the additional receptacles at the beach access
steps. We will use this report and our results to work
with the City to expand the project area and timeframe
in future years.
We continued to work with the hotels and restaurants
that participated in the 2015-2016 CLPP by providing
them with pocket ashtrays and any needed additional
educational materials for their guests. We added 11
hotels and restaurants to the project bringing our total
Fig. 2: The Howard Johnson’s on Atlantic Ave. & 5th Street participating properties to 37 (Fig. 2). Some properties
that had participated in the past, were not as engaged as
became a participant in 2017. The owner’s two additional
they had been in previous years. For example, one hotel
hotels also joined the program.
stopped giving pocket ashtrays to their guests to prevent
them from smoking on the balconies. Over the years, several non-smoking hotels have expressed the concern
that giving out pocket ashtrays may inspire their guests to smoke on their properties. Some did not participate
for this reason.
This year, we asked participants to read and sign an agreement to
assure they understood the level of participation that we expected.
(Appendix II).

Receptacles & Their Placement

We placed 15 total receptacles in 10 blocks along the Boardwalk,
including the 10 receptacles already permitted from the 2016 CLPP.
The five additional receptacles were placed on the beach access side of
the boardwalk (Fig. 3) rather than in the area between the boardwalk
and the bike path. On May 19th, 9 of the 10 receptacles that had
previously been on the boardwalk were picked up from the hotels that
kept them for the winter and placed back on the boardwalk. One hotel
misunderstood the request to hold the receptacle only for the winter
and permanently placed it on their property. We placed the remaining
six receptacles on the boardwalk at the end of June using wood plates
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near or on the beach access steps this year.
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as a temporary substitute as the steel plates were on backorder until the end of July.
Receptacles and pocket ashtrays were distributed to new participating hotels and restaurants starting May 25th.
A total of 37 hotels and restaurants have receptacles in addition to the 15 receptacles on the boardwalk (Fig. 4).
We used a combination of stand-alone and mounted receptacles purchased from Glasdon, Inc. (Appendix III)
which is headquartered in Richmond, Virginia. Glasdon Inc. provided receptacles for the 2015 and 2016 CLPP and
has donated shipping costs for all three years this project. After-project surveys of hotel managers in 2015 and
2016 resulted in very favorable reviews of the Glasdon receptacles. The Ashguards with the free-standing steel
plates also withstood hurricane force winds during an unexpectedly strong TS Matthew in October 2016. We
used and distributed the following receptacles:
● Boardwalk receptacles: Ashguard SG with free-standing steel plate (5 @ $360.40 each, 1 without plate:
$254.15)
● Hotel receptacles included the Ashguard SG (10 @ $254.15 each) and the Ashmount SG (4 @ $126.65 each)
Receptacle Maintenance: As part of the partnership, participating hotels were asked to continue to maintain
the ash receptacles that they have, keeping them emptied and clean. The Surfrider Foundation, Virginia Beach
Chapter adult volunteers are committed to maintain the boardwalk receptacles, a task to be overseen by the
Project Coordinator.

Fig. 4: Map showing location of Resort Area cigarette butt receptacles.

Pocket ashtrays

We supplied KAB and custom printed “Beachy Clean” pocket ashtrays to participating hotels that were to
be distributed to their adult guests, upon request, to use while on the beach. We also purchased Surfrider
Foundation “Hold On To Your Butt” pocket ashtrays and used those to distribute to adult smokers during the five
summer beach events that we participated in (Fig. 5, Appendix III).
At the beginning of the project, we looked into distributing paper ashtrays to beach visitors (Fig. 6). The cost
would have been much less than the original pocket ashtrays, we would have been able to place educational

Fig. 5: The Viginia Beach Chapter purchased 2,000 “Hold On To
Your Butt” pocket ashtrays from the San Diego Chapter.
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Fig. 6: A paper ashtray with marked cigarette
butts are placed in the sand to await the results
of being cleaned by the City’s beach skimmer.
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messaging on them and we could have distributed them much more widely than the original pocket ashtrays.
However, the City cleans the beach every morning with a skimmer pulled behind a tractor. Our concern was that
beach visitors would leave the paper ashtrays in the sand at the end of the day and we wanted to make sure the
skimmer would remove the ashtray and the butts. We filled two paper ashtrays with eight butts each and placed
them in front of the working skimmer. Unfortunately, while the skimmer picked up the paper ashtrays, the butts
ended up back on the beach. For that reason, we decided not to use the paper ashtrays.

Messaging & signs

In 2015, Clean Virginia Waterways, G.R.E.E.N. Committee and VBHA, worked together to create the “Keep it
Beachy Clean” program and graphics. The graphics have not only been used for this CLPP, but for Virginia Beach’s
beach areas in general, establishing a consistent litterprevention message throughout the resort area. The
messaging was used in some capacity for the 2017 CLPP
including stickers on the boardwalk and hotel Ashguard
SG receptacles, advertising posters in the Beach
Trolleys (Appendix III) and on the educational posters
distributed to participating hotels and restaurants.
Surfrider Foundation has a “Hold On To Your Butt”
campaign in place that includes logos and graphics.
We utilized this wording and logo in our digital media,
educational banners and “banner bike” (Fig. 7). In
Fig. 7:The banner bike was an effective way to reach beach addition, we used the KAB phrase “This Is Litter Too” in
visitors about cigarette butt litter. Image: N. Gallegos
many of our ads.
We created a “Recycle Your Butts Here” banner to encourage interaction with the public as well as collect
butts for recycling with Terracycle. This banner resulted in many questions from people who were interested in
recycling their butts! A multi-lingual banner was also created for display at beach events (Appendix III).

Scans

This year’s Virginia Beach Resort CLPP
included three scan areas along the
Oceanfront, 16th Street (2016-2017), 22nd
Street (2015-2017) and 36th Street (2015 &
2017; In 2015, we scanned the north side
of 36th Street. The site had be moved to
the south side of 36th Street in 2017 due
to a beach gym that had been installed)
(Appendix IV). Each scan area is broken
up into two sections, the beach access/
boardwalk and the beach. All areas were
scanned before the summer season began
in late April/early May. Follow up scans
were conducted in the late summer with
22nd Street having two follow up scans and
16th Street being a part of an educational
experiment (see “16th Street Case Study).
All scans, for all three years of this project,
have been conducted on Sunday evenings.
We find that the scan numbers in this
project are very difficult to interpret (Table
1). The amount of litter recorded can be
affected by weather, visitor populations
and beach cleaning efforts by the City.

2017 Preliminary Scans

Date

Location
16th
4/30/2017* Street
22nd
Street
5/7/2017
36th
5/7/2017
Street
Totals

Butts

Location
16th
7/30/2017 Street
22nd
8/27/2017 Street
36th
8/27/2017 Street
Totals

# of
Volunteers

575

88

1

4

382

24

1

3

468

17

0

3

1425

129

2017 Follow‐up Scans

Date

Ash
Cigar Tips Receptacles

Butts

Ash
Cigar Tips Receptacles

# of
Volunteers

723

13

3

3

557

11

3

2

242

1

1

2

1522

25

*The 2017 16th Street sustainability scan was completed after a very busy beach
weekend and should not be considered to be typical for this time of year.

Table 1: 2017 CLPP scan numbers.
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Logically, as the number of visitors increase, so does the amount of cigarette butts found in the scan areas. We
have noticed that many of the cigarette butts collected during scans are old and have probably been buried and
unburied many times before we remove them. Wind, tides, foot traffic and the City’s skimmer machine can all
have an effect on how many butts are at the surface of the beach during the scan. We discuss this further in the
16th Street case study below.
All cigarette butts collected during the scans will be sent to Terracycle for recycling.

Budget

2017 CLPP Budget
Our expenditures fell within the requirements of the KAB
CLPP protocols (Table 2).
• We hired a program coordinator for $2,000.
Program Coordinator
$2,000.00
Christina Trapani coordinated this project in 2015
Receptacles
$5,185.16
and 2016 so we hired her to continue this year’s
project.
Pocket Ashtrays
$721.31
• We spent $5185.16 on the receptacles as well as
$195.00
steel bases for the boardwalk receptacles and wood Banner Bike
bases for the receptacle that were used during
Advertising
$1,443.53
events.
$455.00
• We spent the remaining $2814.84 on educational Events
materials and advertising including the banner
Total Grant Funds
$10,000.00
bike, educational banners, trolley signs, Surfrider
pocket ashtrays, event fees and permits and digital Table 2: The 2017 CLPP budget.
advertising.
• We received in-kind matching donations including free shipping of receptacles from Glasdon, Inc., 3,000
additional pocket ashtrays from KAB, 1,000 Surfrider pocket ashtrays from the Virginia Beach Chapter
and additional trolley signs from Keep It Beachy Clean.
Media Outreach:

Surfrider Foundation, Virginia Beach Chapter used social media, including Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, to recruit volunteers and run educational ads. A Facebook page was created for this program
in 2015 and was utilized to bring awareness to the program and run sponsored ads. (www.facebook.com/
CigaretteLitterPreventionVB).
We ran an ad throughout the summer in a local online news site, The Virginia Beach Sun. (https://www.
vbsunonline.com/)
We also worked with a local advertising firm to create an interactive digital ad (Fig. 8) that could be geo-targeted

Fig. 8: Screenshots of the mobile ad that ran in August.
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to run in the target area of the Oceanfront where the majority of hotel participants and boardwalk receptacles
are located 15th Street to 24th Street. The ad was designed to be educational with the option for viewers to
click and be directed to the Surfrider Website for more information (https://vb.surfrider.org/campaigns/
localcampaigns/cigarette-litter/). The ad ran for 21 days in August through Labor Day weekend. It resulted in
50,368 impressions and 150 clicks to the website. http://pilotpreview.hamptonroads.com/vbsurfrider081117/

Events:

We committed to participating in five events
through the project period (Fig. 9). We had
three receptacles available, banners with
educational messaging and pocket ashtrays that
we purchased from the San Diego chapter with
educational messaging.
Steel Pier Classic: We set up three receptacles
at this three-day event on the beach. The event
was held on Memorial Day weekend and the
receptacles were placed around the beach to
reduce the amount of litter on the beach during
the event.
The Deloreans Concert: We set up a table
with educational materials, the banner and a
receptacle. We handed out 54 pocket ashtrays
to concert attendees. The band assisted in
advertising our program by announcing our
presence and the availability of pocket ashtrays
to keep the beach clean.
Polynesian Festival: We set a display during this
two-day event including banners and educational
information. We also placed two receptacles
around the event area and passed out 172
pocket ashtrays to event participants as well
as people walking near and around the venue.
We attempted to survey a 10 x 10 area within
the event area, but City workers were observed
cleaning the area throughout the event.
Smokers were often observed smoking around
the receptacles and the receptacles collected
approximately 200 butts during the event.
Jesse Chong night at Calypso: We set up at one of
our participating restaurants during an evening in
which a local musician was playing. Jesse made
a few announcements during his performance
about our program and the availability of
pocket ashtrays. We passed out pocket ashtrays
to customers as well as to people observed
using the receptacle that we provided to the
Fig. 9: Surfrider volunteers pose with The Deloreans
during outreach event (top); Surfrider volunteers talk
to restaurant staff about the CLPP program (middle);
Surfrider volunteers man an educational tent at the
Polynesian Festival (bottom).
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restaurant. Approximately 20 pocket ashtrays were distributed during this event.
Educational experiment on 16th Street: 16th Street is one of our three scan sites. After we did a follow up scan of
this site, we decided to conduct an experiment to see if setting up an educational display on the beach would
decrease the amount of cigarette litter on the beach. See case study on pg. 11 for more details.

Program Sustainability

The Virginia Beach Chapter has committed to continuing to maintain the boardwalk receptacles. Our current
permit requires us to remove the receptacles from the boardwalk by October 31st and store them elsewhere
during the winter. Our current permit also only allows for receptacles to be placed on the blocks from 15th
Street to 24th Street. We intend to work with the City’s Resort Manager and City Council to change that permit
and allow expansion of the project area and timeframe. Participating hotels and restaurants are responsible for
maintaining their own receptacles.
We will continue to pass out pocket ashtrays to adult smokers at events as long as our supply lasts. We will
consider purchasing more pocket ashtrays in the future as our budget allows.
We will consider applying for the KAB CLPP grant next year to continue the expansion of this program in the
resort area and will take the off-season to work with the CLPP partners and participants to come up with
additional ideas for reaching beach visitors.

Impact beyond Virginia Beach

We hope this program will help other communities through effective education of beach tourists and visitors.
By bringing attention to the issue, we expect that visitors will go back to their communities and continue the
behavior of disposing of cigarette butts properly.
We are committed to sharing information about our successes and challenges to others. Clean Virginia
Waterways presented the pilot project at a mid-Atlantic NOAA marine debris meeting in 2015 and at the
2nd Virginia Marine Debris Summit in 2016. This year’s program results will be shared with other chapters of
Surfrider Foundation at the 2017 East Coast Summit in October, 2017. It is our understanding that KAB intends to
share these results with other organizations in resort areas that intend to implement similar programs.

2017 Results

In 2017, we added 11 hotel and restaurant participants,
totalling 37 hotels and restaurants now participating
in the program in some capacity (Fig 10). In 2017, we
increased the number of receptacles on the boardwalk
from 10 to 15, collecting approximately 40,000 cigarette
butts, preventing them from ending up on the beach. We
distributed 4,000 pocket ashtrays to 20 of the currently
participating hotels and restaurants for their guests.
Several hotels still had pocket ashtrays left from 2016,
others were no longer distributing pocket ashtrays. During
various beach events, our volunteers also distributed
almost 500 pocket ashtrays. We assume that these pocket
ashtrays reduced the amount of litter in the resort area.
The Blue Marlin Inn placed an Ashguard SG and two
Ashmount SG’s on their property. They also distributed
about 400 pocket ashtrays. The manager commented
that he noticed a significant decrease in the amount
of cigarette butts on their property. The Days Inn also
commented that they noticed a significant decrease of
cigarette litter on their property.
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door when they joined the program in 2017.
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16th Street Scan Area: A Case Study

KAB relies on scan data to determine the success of the CLPP project that it funds. We have been scanning
sections of the resort area for three years and have found the data to be very difficult to interpret. The City
cleans the beach and boardwalk every morning using a skimmer on the sand and employing people to sweep the
boardwalk. In addition to these cleanup efforts, the amount of litter found on the beach can be affected by wind,
tides and weather.
After consultation with KAB, we set up an experiment in one of our scan sites. We conducted our regular followup scan on July 30th, 13 weeks after the initial scan on April 30th. One week later, on August 6th, we cleaned the
area of all cigarette butt litter first thing in the morning, then returned in the evening and conducted another
scan. One week later, on August 13th, we repeated this effort but set up an educational display on the beach for
the day. The educational display included our educational banner, a “Recycle Your Butts Here” banner, pocket
and cup holder ashtrays for adult smokers and volunteers to talk to adult smokers.
Because of our efforts, we did notice a decrease in the number of butts counted after the educational display
(Fig. 11). However, we also noticed that during all of the scans and morning cleanups, that most of the cigarette
butts found were old and likely not from that day (paper degraded or gone, barely identifiable as a cigarette
butt). We did observe
that of the butts counted
during the August 13th
scan, only about 20% could
be considered new or only
a few days old (still had
paper and very identifiable
as a cigarette butt) versus
during the August 6th
scan, about 40% could be
considered new.
Fig. 11: CLPP display set up during the August 13th educational event on 16th Street.

16th Street Scan Site
Date

Area

Butts

Cigar Tips Receptacles Scan Type

5/1/2016 Beach Access

137

2

0

Preliminary

5/1/2016 Beach

96

1

0

Preliminary

8/7/2016 Beach Access

215

4

3

Required Follow‐Up

8/7/2016 Beach

360

11

0

Required Follow‐Up

4/30/2017 Beach Access

342

62

1

Preliminary

4/30/2017 Beach

233

26

0

Preliminary

7/30/2017 Beach Access

138

4

3

Required Follow‐Up

7/30/2017 Beach

585

9

0

Required Follow‐Up

8/6/2017 Beach Access

76

0

3

Without Educational Event

8/6/2017 Beach

319

8

0

Without Educational Event

8/13/2017 Beach Access

67

2

3

Post Educational Event

8/13/2017 Beach

235

8

0

Post Educational Event

Table 4: Scan numbers from the 16th Street experiment.
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Program evaluation and recommendations

The Virginia Beach Oceanfront CLPP has been held in high regard by our partners and participants, the City of
Virginia Beach and locals who have commented about how much they appreciate the receptacles that have been
placed on the boardwalk. Several of our participants from previous years are still very involved and enthusiastic
about the program and want to stay involved in years to come. Comments on social media applaud our efforts
and our members and volunteers have been very supportive of this project. We believe that we are making a
difference on our resort beaches because of KAB’s funding and the program (Fig. 12).
Because we are working in an area with an increased population between June and August, scans may show a
more significant improvement if they are all conducted inside of the summer season rather than conducting the
pre-scans in April/May, before the season and the follow up scans in July/August when the population is at its
greatest. Current KAB protocol does not allow for this since it requires receptacles to be placed by June 1st. We
recommend a preliminary scan in mid to late June, receptacle placement July 1st and a follow-up scan in midAugust.

Fig. 12: Clockwise from top left: A receptacle at the Polynesian Festival; a receptacle near in the scan site at 22nd Street;
butts and trash removed during a scan; customers using the receptacle at Calypso; handing out pocket ashtrays at Calypso.
Cigarette Litter Prevention Program, Virginia Beach Oceanfront, 2017
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Appendix I

Virginia Litter Law
Litter as a misdemeanor:
§ 33.1-346. Dumping trash, companion animals, etc., on highway, right-of-way or private property;
penalty.
A. It shall be unlawful for any person to dump or otherwise dispose of trash, garbage, refuse, litter, a
companion animal for the purpose of disposal, or other unsightly matter, on public property, including a
public highway, right-of-way, property adjacent to such highway or right-of-way, or on private property
without the written consent of the owner thereof or his agent.
B. When any person is arrested for a violation of this section, and the matter alleged to have been
illegally dumped or disposed of has been ejected from a motor vehicle or transported to the disposal
site in a motor vehicle, the arresting officer may comply with the provisions of § 46.2-936 in making
such arrest.
When a violation of the provisions of this section has been observed by any person, and the matter
illegally dumped or disposed of has been ejected or removed from a motor vehicle, the owner or
operator of such motor vehicle shall be presumed to be the person ejecting or disposing of such matter.
However, such presumption shall be rebuttable by competent evidence.
C. Any person convicted of a violation of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by
confinement in jail for not more than 12 months and a fine of not less than $250 or more than $2,500,
either or both.
In lieu of the imposition of confinement in jail, the court may order the defendant to perform community
service in litter abatement activities.
D. The governing bodies of counties, cities and towns are hereby authorized to adopt ordinances not in
conflict with the provisions of this section, and may repeal, amend or modify such ordinances.
E. The provisions of this section shall not apply to the lawful disposal of such matter in landfills.
(Code 1950, § 33-279.1; 1950, p. 453; 1970, c. 264; 1972, c. 65; 1976, c. 773; 1978, c. 226; 1981, c.
340; 1988, c. 805; 1995, c. 657; 2000, c. 20; 2003, cc. 113, 787.)
Section 33.1-346 of the Code of Virginia makes littering or dumping trash a Class 1 misdemeanor,
punishable by up to 12 months in jail and/or a fine up to $2,500.
Section 10.1-1143 of the Forestry Code makes it unlawful to throw “any lighted smoking material” from
a vehicle. This is a Class 2 misdemeanor violation, punishable by up to 6 months in jail and/or a fine
up to $1,000. (With either the Class 1 or Class 2 offense, community service can take the place of jail
time.)
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/nvswcd/newsletter/buttlitter.htm
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Appendix II

Contract for Participants
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Appendix III
Materials Used

Pocket Ashtrays

Receptacles:
Ashmount SG
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Ashguard SG
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Appendix III: Materials Used (continued)
Educational signage distributed to participating hotels and restaurants.

This flyer was printed in 8 1/2” x 11” and 11” x 17.”
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Appendix IV: Materials Used (continued)
Trolley Posters

Images: Hampton Roads Transit
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Appendix IV: Materials Used (continued)
Banners used for outreach and events.
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Appendix III: Materials Used (continued)
Ads used for social media.
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Appendix III: Materials Used (cont.)
Banner used for outreach events.
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Appendix IV
Scan Sites
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